


[legal*]

* find the explanation in the June issue of the official
Formula 1 Magazine, appearing at the Monaco Grand Prix.



The Road Car That Won Le Mans
It was 1994 when the Dauer Racing 962 LMs took part in Le Mans and took the overall victory right off the
bat. Originally meant to be a civilized street version of the most famous Group C sports car in history, the 962
Le Mans got a completely new Kevlar bodywork and a totally appealing interior compared to the standard
race car.
                               When Jochen Dauer first conceived his 962 road car three years earlier he had no idea
that it would someday win Le Mans. But his name is well reputed at the Sarthe circuit. Dauer Racing is
strongly connected to a series of IMSA and German Interserie successes, and famous names like Hans-Joachim
Stuck, Bob Wollek and John Andretti have driven for the teams run by Jochen Dauer.



History

Developed by Porsche in 1982 as 956 Porsche.
In 1984 renamed to 962 Porsche after several modifications.

Mauro Baldi, Herley Haywood, Jannyck Dalmas
(the Le Mans winners), Jackie Ickx, Jochen Maas,
Derek Bell, Stefan Bellof, Hans-Joachim Stuck, Mario +
Michael Andretti, Al + little Al Unser, Keke Rosberg,
John Fitzpattrick, Bob Wollek, A.J. Foyt, Jim Busby,
Manfred Winkelhock, Jochen Dauer, James Weaver,
Jan Lammers and many, many more.

24 hours of Le Mans, 24 hours of Daytona,
Grand Prix of Tampa, Columbus, Wattkins Glen,
Miami, Road America, San Antonio, Jarama, Mugello,
Nürburgring, Brands Hatch, Hockenheim, Österreich
Ring, Suzuka, Fuji.

In Total: Five World Championships and six Le Mans
Victories, including the most important overall win for
Porsche in 1994.

In 1993 Jochen Dauer introduced the 962 Porsche at
the IAA in Frankfurt to the public. The decision fell
that a limited series of 50 cars will be produced for the
road, of which 13 are sold until today.

The car is designed by Achim Storz and engineered
by Wiet Huidekoper.

Famous Drivers

The fastest street-legal car that ever has been built – with all amenities you expect.

Victories



In 1991 Dauer began with the first steps of developing his own street-legal version of the car. So he got in contact with stylist Achim Storz, who used to work
for Porsche Design and had the famous McLaren M26 F1 car of 1970 in his portfolio. Storz has designed concept cars for Audi, BMW, Citroen, VW and Nissan.

Jochen Dauer



The engine is the Le Mans spec 2994cc watercooled flat six with DOHC per bank
of cylinders, four valves per cylinder and twin KKK26 turbos with charge-coolers
on either side. The stainless-steel exhaust system with four exit pipes has catalytic
converters to meet EEC emission standards. The engine is  managed by TAG
Motronic which helps tractability, emissions and, of course, output, which is
>730 bhp at 7500 rpm with 700 Nm of torque at 5000 rpm.

The power is taken to the road by a hydraulic-operated sinter metal clutch through
a five speed sequential, all-synchronized gearbox. There is a limited slip differential
in the axle. The suspension is state-of-the art: double wishbones in front, inverted
wishbones at the rear, with transverse links and radius rods. Dampers with
titanium springs, the anti-roll bars are adjustable. There is a ride-height control
system to soften speed bumps and garage ramps.



Specifications

Engine

Two seater sports car, body work  and chassis in
Carbon-Kevlar-Fibre compounds

Mid-mounted, water-cooled, four-gear driven DOHC
per bank, four valves per cylinder, twin-turbo (KKK26)
cooled charger, multipoint electronic fuel injection,
electronic injection system (TAG Motronic), dry sump
lubrication system, catalytic converter.

2.994 ccm
95 x 70,4 mm
700 Nm / 5.000 rpm
537 kw (730 bhp) / 7.500 rpm
9.0 : 1

Sequential, five speed, all synchronized gear box,
single disc clutch, hydraulically operated, limited slip
differential, rear wheel drive.

Double wishbones with radius rods and magnesium/
aluminium uprights.

Lower wishbones and rocker arms system with
magnesium/aluminium uprights.

Adjustable damper units with coil springs, hydraulic
controlled right height system, adjustable anti-roll-bars,
adjustable dual brake system, front & rear ventilated
discs 355 mm diameter, four piston callipers.

4.600 mm
1.985 mm
1.050 mm
1.130 kp
1.280 kp

0 - 100 kph: 2.6 secs.
0 - 200 kph: 7.2 secs.
Top speed: 404 kph

Displacement
Bore x Stroke
Peak Torque
Peak Power

Compression Ration

Transmission

Suspension
Front

Rear

General

Dimensions

Concept

Length
Width
Height

Curb Weight
Max. Weight

Performance



Customers may
choose out of hundreds

of colours and variations.

There is no limit in comfort:
The latest cars have DVD-player,

Dolby Digital 5.1,NAV-system, Air-
Condition etc.

A “Bluetooth” key-less entry system to
be used with a specialized GSM-phone
is also under development...

When you buy a Dauer 962 Le Mans, you also get a folio of specially researched books which detail the history of the 956/962 model, the complete race history with photos of ‘your´
car and all the practice and race time sheets from every event it took part in.



With a curb weight of just 1130 kp the 962 Le Mans will rocket to 100 kph
in 2.6 secs. in first gear and reach double that speed in 7.2 sec from 0!
Top speed is a rather remarkable 404kph!

Imagine: this sort of performance is really hard on the brakes. And these
are 355mm diameter Brembo vented discs with 4-piston calipers.

The road car gets special BBS alloy wheels, 10.5J x 18 front and 13.0J x 18
rear. Michelin has developed special tyres for the 962, the only ones
being homologated and legal for +400 kph.

”Still, even with its astounding power,
mind boggling handling and eyeball-sucking

brakes, if I had one word to sum up the experience
of driving the Dauer 962 LM on public roads , that word

would be ......”



Dauer is the only one who received approval from Porsche during
the project and factory collaboration. The ultimate kudos, of course,
arrive in one simple form: this is the road car that won Le Mans.

What more do you want?

It was a Porsche, it is a Porsche,
and it will be a Porsche. Forever.



Picture Legend

First advertisement in 2002: The Monaco Issue of the
official “Formula 1 Magazine”.

The moment of the triumph: the overall win of the
“24 HEURES DU MANS 1994”.

Jochen Dauer with two of his cars.

Uncovered racing technology: the street-legal engine,
gear and suspension of the DAUER 962 Le Mans.

Last check before take-off?

Cosy home. The photographer choosed the red
interior for the presentation. Customers can choose
out of hundreds of coulours...

Agressive outfit: there is no other car in the world
with carbon-kevlar componds baked in one step – for
design reasons only!
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One of the very first...



DAUER Sportwagen GmbH
Illesheimer Str. 3
D-90431 Nürnberg
Germany

Phone: +49-911-399.962-0
Fax: +49-911-399.962-40

Internet: http://www.962LM.com
E-mail: Dauer@962LM.com

Marketing, Public Relations and Media:

F1 MEDIA
Steinhof 5
D-40699 Erkrath
Germany

Fax: +49-211-24.00.7901

Internet: http://Mark@962LM.com
E-mail: Mark@962LM.com

For more information get in contact with us.


